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Doesn’t Line Up? - On larger layouts it isn't unusual for the track to not line up perfectly.  This is usually caused by 
little gaps between the track pieces that allow movement over large areas when you are laying down the track.  To 
avoid this, start laying down track from the center of the longest straightaway.  If the track doesn’t come together 
perfectly, connect it anyway and then adjust the track by smoothing out the straights and corners a little bit at each 
track segment.

Make Your Layout Larger? - All layouts can be made larger very easily.  Just find two sides that have parallel 
straightaways and simply add an equal number of track pieces on each side.  Just make sure the length of the track 
you’re removing is the same on both sides.  
Want to make it smaller?  Just reverse the process.

Build a Custom Layout From Scratch? - Start by getting all of your track inventory together by track type.  Then 
layout the straightaway where you want to locate the driver’s station.  Next, choose the size of your corners and 
connect them to either end of the straight with both heading away from the drivers (like a large “U”).  Now just start 
laying straights and curves down (don’t connect yet!) until you get a layout you like and start connecting.  If you get 
to the end and can’t get the track to come together cleanly, just work on changing track pieces in one area until it 
does.


